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for a better_vviring job, start with the rightwire.
Speaker wire

Megacable' speaker wire!
Our best is ideal for home
and vehicle hookups
High copper content and large conductors
reduce resistance so more power flows to your
speakers. Hear the difference!

(1) 16 -gauge Megacable. 2 -conductor. 50 -foot
roll. #278-1270

(2) 14 -gauge flat Megacable. 2 -conductor.
Great for outer walls and areas not suited for
round cable. 50 -foot roll. #278-1273

(3) 16 -gauge flat Megacable. 2 -conductor.
Ideal for routing under carpet or baseboards.
Flexible design. White. 100 -foot roll. #278-1274

Outdoor speaker wire resists UV
Protected against damaging UV (ultraviolet)
rays in sunlight-delivers long outdoor life. This
high -quality cable is also rated for in -wall use.
16 -gauge stranded copper conductors. 100
feet. #278-1117

(7)

(8)

Intercom and alarm wire
(7) 4 -conductor intercom wire. 24 -gauge solid
conductors. 20 feet. #278-858

2 -conductor intercom wire. 35 feet. #278-857

(8) Alarm wire. Twisted pair. 22 -gauge stranded.
PVC insulation. UL. Type CL2. Rated for in -wall use.
100 feet. #278-862

Test probe wire
Stranded, 29 -gauge conductor. Rated 1000 volts
and 221°F/105°C, it's ideal for custom probe wires
or when flexibility without breakage is needed. UL
listed. 20 feet. Red. #278-563 Black. #278-564

2 -conductor speaker wire
All have polarity indication to ensure proper hookup.

Gauge Type Feet Color In Wall Cat. No.

24 Stranded 50 Clear 278-1301

24 Solid 75 Clear 278-1509

22 Stranded 100 Clear 278-1385

20 Stranded 75 Clear 278-1388

18 Stranded 30 Clear 278-1602

18 Stranded 60 Clear 278-008

18 Stranded 100 Brown 278-1104

16 Stranded 30 Brown 278-1105

16 Stranded 30 White 278-1107

16 Stranded 50 Clear 278-1267

16 Stranded 100 Brown 278-1106

16 Stranded 100 White ;78-1116

Automotive wire

2 -conductor cable. (Shown.) 18 -gauge stranded
conductors. Color -coded red and black for correct
hookup. UL type CL2. In -wall rated. 25 feet. #278-567

10 -gauge hookup wire. Single -conductor. Stranded.
Ideal for high -current uses. Heavy-duty insulation
meets demands of the mobile environment. 35 feet.
Red. #278-568 Black. #278-569

12 -gauge hookup wire. Single -conductor. Stranded.
UL Type AWM. Rated 600 volts, 176°F/80°C. 20 feet.
Red. #278-565 Black. #278-566

Shielded cable for audio hookups
Two 24 -gauge stranded conductors plus shield. UL.
Type CL2X. 50 feet. #278-513

Telephone wire
(4)

(5)

0100° (6)

Twisted -pair phone cable and
modular (flat) phone cord
(4) In/outdoor 4 -conductor phone cable.
Rugged. 24 -gauge solid conductors. UL. CMX-CM.
Rated for in -wall use. 100 feet. #278-385

(5) 4 -conductor phone cable. 24 -gauge solid. UL.
CM. Rated for in -wall use.
100 feet. Beige. #278-873 50 feet. Beige. #278-872
50 feet. White. #278-870

6 -conductor beige phone cable. 24 -gauge solid.
UL. CM. Rated for in -wall use. 100 feet. *278-874

(6) 4 -conductor modular (flat) telephone cord.
26 -gauge. 100 feet. #278-366 50 feet. #278-365

White 4 -conductor modular (flat) telephone
cord. 26 -gauge. 100 feet. #278-367

Computer network cable

Category 5 computer network cable. 100 feet.
Four twisted pairs, 24 -gauge solid conductors.
Fire -retardant PVC jacket. In -wall rated. #278-830

Shortwave/AM/Ham antenna wire
70 feet of extra -strong 14 -gauge, 7 -strand
noninsulated copper wire. #278-1329

Did Ya Know?
Megacable® makes a difference. RadioShack's Megacable
is made with pure copper and can help improve almost
any of the speaker connections in your home or vehicle.
The high copper content reduces resistance and power

loss, which enhances signal transfer. More music "flows"
through Megacable.

See pages 123-124 for everything you need to make wiring jobs look neater and stay in place.


